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About This Game

Netw0rm is an 80's sci-fi inspired action game in which the player takes on a number of large corporations as an anonymous
hacker, selling or leaking stolen data files, syphoning credits from secret accounts and earning credibility amongst their peers.

They get to see the consequences of their actions as the news media reacts to the data they leak, then use their ill-gotten gains to
purchase upgrades to their hardware, and install new ICE-breakers and tools to enable runs on bigger and more lucrative servers

in the future.
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Cuddly Zombie Games
Publisher:
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Quite an Addtictive Game But could add more to it but twith games like this once they are finished you cant really do anything
else with them Great game though Well developed and very fun to play while passing time good price if you want to pass time
BUY THIS GAME :). Great game. However, if you have quick reflexes and know which upgrades to buy, you can finish it in
about an hour.. Its a great, fun and hard game. I got to meet the dev at insomnia and he is a great guy!. If you like reflex games
such as "Super Hexagon", and like the fictional cyber style of games such as "Uplink", then get this game.

Soundtrack is great, gameplay is very challenging at times, but still very enjoyable.. Great soundtrack, easy to pickup (although I
prefer fixed camera mode 3) and able to complete it in the first week.

But it still has enough replayability to make me come back and play more, especially on Endless Mode.

. fun game i bought it to give it a shot and it is good for when you disire a good helping of good music, fast paced gameplay, and
a pinch of rage. Great concept with beautifully simple and stylish gameplay.

When you get into your stride making a run becomes almost hypnotic and hugely satisfying.

Love it.
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I am better than Chief at this game and that is all that matters to me! Great stuff, keep making games I can smash Chief at, 1\/1,
great pick out long. Networm is a nice challenging indie game. Great Cyberpunk and Hacker theme. You are hacking the
networks by making runs through a Tempest like tunnel acade game. You can speed up, move left and right. You have to avoid
hitting things in the tunnel that you are moving through, while keeping ahead of a timer. You Need good reflexes and know left
from right. When you get enough money you can upgrade yourself with different abilities, like guns and jumping. Has 80's style
visual reprentation of hacking the net.

Can change the camera angle.
Great electronica music for soundtracks, but does not have a mute for background music.

cons:
could use instructions.
rename the 2 currencies in the game credibility and credits. Both are using the initials "CR" in parts of the game.

for more info:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2ByP-cJf1sc

http:\/\/www.indiedb.com\/games\/networm

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1ylED-lEBlo

http:\/\/indiegames.com\/2015\/06\/networm_hacking_up_a_tempest.html

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vfIk0x5wUds

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=T7CCuiDgtwo
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